[Efficiency of hepatitis C virus screening before and after blood transfusion].
Efficiency of a viral hepatitis C screening strategy before and after blood transfusion has to be evaluated. Four screening strategies were virtually applied to the population of transfused patients at Rouen University Hospital during 1996 and then compared : the first without any systematic HCV screening test; the second with systematic testing both before and 3 months after transfusion; the third with systematic testing both before and 6 months after transfusion ; the last defined as systematic testing before transfusion only. The efficacy (i.e. number of positive tests), the efficiency (i.e. average cost per positive test) and the marginal costs of moving from a strategy to another one were assessed using decision analysis. The efficacy of systematic screening test before transfusion only (361 per positive test), systematic testing both before and three months after (523 per positive test) or six months after (488 per positive test) transfusion was similar, but the efficacy of the strategy without any systematic screening test (385 per positive test) was lower. The systematization of screening test both before, and three months, or 6 months after transfusion lead to a marginal cost of 619 , and 559 per positive test respectively. The systematization of testing before transfusion only lead to a marginal cost of 343 per positive test. Adding systematic testing after transfusion lead to a marginal cost of 5824 per positive test. Systematic screening tests before transfusion only can be considered as the most efficient strategy.